
WOODY EMAIL (Angel of the Lord?)   Sent from my iPhone—From: Sonic Lux 

soniclux.diggitt@gmail.com    Date: September 13, 2016 at 3:45:35 AM PDT 

To: Carlenecook007@gmail.com--Subject: The King OF Glory!!! 

Hello Carlene! You are awesome! I greatly enjoyed briefly conversing and had so much to say to 

the things you were speaking of. I wanted to inquire a bit regarding your fallen Angel timeline 

as well as comment on the percentage that were in holding in tartarus. Also, the centaur/  

minotaur/  etc I would consider a different class than molech or the goat of Mendez and so on 

Considering popular mythology: I'm curious as to your knowledge of the generations. For 

instance: if you take Ephesus, which Mary currently sits upon you also have : Diana / artimis/ 

celebe/  etc where st Peter is you had Zeus Jupiter etc regarding the suMar I think it's important 

to understand Inana and of.course the seven sages or the multi groups of seven sages this helps 

us understand the woman and the Levin. The sumar is Iraq Babylon etc where as Medes and 

Persians are Iran. Also an assenedoche in the Greek which represents a term being more 

general regarding location. Israel and the ecc are the sands of the earth and the stars of the sky. 

That's the race and grace/ earthly and spiritual/ man and God/ Carnal and spiritual there is a 

spiritual interpretation of scripture that just doesn't come from study;) just as you'd said. I'm 

excited to read your books. I didn't have a chance to get them before my computer died and 

where I'm staying I don't have internet. It really stinks actually I sleep on the floor and i am out 

in a house far in the woods with tweakers in the houses  on either side of me. Anyway I've read 

and transcribed thousands of books on this stuff I know it would be mutually beneficial to speak 

again. I first came into the knowledge we spoke of tonight a decade ago it was great to 

stimulate it once again! Thank ypu! I am sure you are familiar with most.of what I mentioned 

above are you familiar with the many chiasms of the bible or the Chinese box In the book of 

Revelation? My giftings are exhortation and study I also see many things I'd love to speak 

further you are the first person I've met just bumping into to have acquired as much as you 

have its really cool just like you said as long as we don't think we have it figured out and I will 

add beyond Christ and Him Crucified;) I dated one woman after eight years I'm very picky it was 

deep/ owned my own multi million constriction company double majored in bible college but 

learned more from the Holy Ghost. When speaking with you and Larry earlier it felt like I'd 

always known you! your faces we're that of well known friends to me God was and is with us!!! 

Your daughter has been on my heart and I've been praying for her. She is a year younger than I . 

I believe it's God's will we meet again if you are local to where we had  met I'd like to further 

glean from your insights I will most likely have read your books by Wednesday so maybe we 

could meet then for I will be departing Thursday, love and Blessings I will continue.praying for 

you and as I'd said God strongly put Kristy on my heart today and I will continue to pray for her 

as well you are a blessing and I love you , Larry and your family very much. For His Glory, 

Woody :) (Sorry this is so scattered it's typed on my phone;) 

This is the original email with no changes to punctuation or anything. 
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